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ABSTRACT 

The first collider tests of cosmological theory are now underway. The number of neu- 

t.rmo famlhes m nature, N,, 1 Ilays a key role in elementary particle physics as well as in 

the synthesis of the light elements during the early evolution of the Universe. Standard 

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis argues for N, = 3 zt 1. Current limits on N, from the CERN 

pp collider and e+e- colliders are presented and compared to t~he cosmological bound. 

Supernova SN 1987A is also shown to give a limit on N, comparable to current. accelerator 

bounds. All numbers are found to be small thus verifying the Big Bang model at an earlier 

epoch than IS possible by tradItIona astronomical observations. Future measurements at 

SLC and LEP will further tighten this argument. 

Anot,her key prediction of the standard Big Bang ?Jucleosynthesis is that the baryon 

density must be small (0, 5 0.1). Recent &tempts to try to subvert this argument using 

homogeneities of various types are shown to run afoul of the ‘I,i abundance which has now 

become a rather firm constraint. 

INTRODUCTION 

The interaction between cosmology and pa,rticle physics has grown at an explosive rate 

during the last decade. One of the first predictions to come from physics at the frontier of 

these fields was that Big Bang nucleosynthesis constrains’ t,he numher of light (< lOMel/) 

neutrino flavors, N,; this constraint, proba,bly limits the number of quark and charged 

* Prepared for the Proceedings of the American Chemical Society Meeting in New Or- 
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lepton flavors as well. In fact, when the cosmological limit wa,s first, proposed the particle 

physics limits were in the thousands. and tra,dit,ion had it t,hat new energies would lead 

to new particle generations. Thus the cosmological statement of small numbers seemed 

wry risque. Such a cosmological constraint, is extremely import,ant since particle theory 

in general does not limit N,. It is therefore of great relevance that this cosmologica,l 

predict,ion ’ is finally being t.ested in the lahorntory by collider experiments. This first 

test of cosmological theory at a, high energy physics facility will provide a check on the 

hot, Big Bang model back to an earlier epoch than is feasible with any of t,he traditional 

astronomical techniques 

Steigmsn in his presentation here reviewed the rurrent, status of the 

arguments3s4 from primordial nucleosynthesis which 1ea.d to the present bound N, 5 4.0 

(the “standard” N, = 3 is completely consistent with Big Bang lll~cleosyllthesis). Vest, 

we examine the possibilities for neutrino counting at, 171, and ~+CF colliders, present the 

new hmlts from CERlV and PEP and discuss the future prospects. It should be noted that 

cosmological and accelerator experiments tlo not “mea,sure” e?cs,ct,ly the same quantities 

hut are quite complimentary. It is shown t,hat the st,andard Big Bang model is in very 

good shape. At the end we turn our attention to another predict,ion of the sta,ndard model, 

namely the baryon density. We show that recent attempt,s to get a~rountl the constraint 

that 52~ < 0.1 run afoul of the lithium constraint. 

NEUTRINO FAMILIES: THE QUARK-LEPTON CONNECTION 

At, presc:ntl three generat,ions of quarks and lept,ons are known. Only the t,-quark and the 

T-neutrino remain to be completely confirmed As is well known, each generation contains 

six (pmrks (3 colors of “111)” quarks with 0 = +‘7/3 ;m(l 3 colors of “down” quarks wit01 

(2 = -1~/3) and two lel)tons (a chxged leptou ant1 a neut,rino). It is of funda~mental 

importa,nce to determine if additional families of quwks and lept,ons exist. 

In t,he past, the discovery of a. new generation has been ma,de by first discovering a 

charged lepton. This was due largely t,o the lower mass of the charged lepton and/or the 

cleaner experimental signat,ure (e.g.: consider the IL-lepton versIIs the strange or charmed 

qlmrk). Today, we ma,y he in a similar sitl~ation in that either a~ charged lept,on from W 

or Z decay or, an additional neutrino flavor could provide the first evidence for another 

generation. In contrast,. the quarks of a fourth genrration, if it exists, may well be out of 

wach of the present colliding bea,m mxhines. In contrast: a bound to t,he t,otal number of 

neutrino flavors may provide an upper limit to the number of qwuklepton generations. 

A remarkable aspect of the hot Big Bang model for the evolnt,ion of the Universe is the 

dependence of primordial nucleosynthesis-in pxticulx, t,he synthesis of 4 He--on N,, the 

number of light neutrino (m,, ( 10MeV) flavors.‘~‘~“~” The present limit on the number 



of neutrino families derived from 2” decay is completely consistent with the cosmological 

bound. This represents the first accelerator test of cosmology. The cosmological bound 

limits the number of “relativistic degrees of freedom” which were present during Big Bang 

nucleosynthesis whereas the accelerator data limits the number of particles, which could 

be very massive (2 Al,/2) but, must couple to the 2”. That the two bounds very nearly 

coincide helps rule out (or, at least, constrain) the numbers of new “heavy” neutrinos 

and/or “1ight”exotic particles. 

Laboratory experiments show directly that the ve and v,, are light (in the context of 

our discussion). Despite an heroic effort to lower the upper limit to the mass of the r- 

neutrino, laboratory data” still permits a “heavy” v,. However, by combining astrophysical 

and accelerator data, it has been argued that the v, must be light For convenience, we 

shall write 6N, = N, - 3. Although we expect SN, 2 0, if the cosmological bound 

should eventually turn out to yield &NV < 0, the question of the vr mass might have 

to be reopened. In fact current best fits to astrophysical data put N, - 2.6. However, 

uncertainties clearly allow values of 3; 4 is getting a bit marginal. 

NEUTRINO COUNTING AT COLLIDERS: PRESENT RESULTS AND FU- 

TURE PROSPECTS 

The counting of neutrino families at colliders relies on the production and decay of real 

or virtual Z” bosom. Within the framework of the standard electroweak theory the 2” is 

universally coupled to leptons <and quarks. Thus, in the decay of the Z”, the branching ratio 

to the standard 3 neutrino species-as well as to new families-is prescribed. Basically, 

there are three ways to count neutrino families at colliders5: 

A. Direct detection of 2” + vi17i, 

B. Measurement of the total width of the 2” to determine the neutrino partial width 

l?( Z” + ViV,). 

C. Deviation of M;yO>s, from unity caused by radiative corrections which increase with 

N”. 

Technique (A) can be used at a. pp or an e+e- collider by detecting either 

pp + Z” + glum (1) 

e+e- --t Z” fphoton (2) 

Recently both processes (1) and (2) h aye been observed and lead to limits on 6N,, 

with process (2) occurring via virtual Z”s at present since e+e- energies are below Mz~ 

until SLC and LEP begin operations. 



The rncasurement of the Z” widt,h can Iw ca.rried out directly or by a, det,ermination of 

the ratio of Z” to W widths. The direct measurement from t,he CERN collider experiment 

gives a very poor limit t,o 6N, at present. For @, technique B gives t,he Ijest, prcsmt limit 

on 6N,,. This uses a dirwtly measured ratio of the W --i cv, and Z” - e+r- rates to give 

R = NIT’ ---t eve) 
R(Z” --t e+e-) 

= (rz/rw) (ry+;-e) ( uw+<,;nMf-) 

The key idea of this technique is t,hat I‘b~-~,/rz-~ cc- is reliably calculated in the 

standard model cwce sill’2 06~ is known and (on,+ + uW- )” Z” is det,ermined from QCD 

calculations7 -4ctually the calculation of t,he ratio of cross sections is more reliable than 

the individual terms due to cancellations in the ratio. Finally. it, is possible to determine 

II’w if we know all of the important decay modes of the W. The Z” a,nd W widths are 

given as [including the possiblity of 4th generation charged lepton (L) and t,he t quark].s’s 

rz = 12.54 + rzvti + rz--Li + 0.1767v,]~~v (11) 

rw = [2.2 + rpV+th + rW--l,ur]ckv (12). 

The l)resent limit on the mass of a possible 4th gcnerat,ion lcpton reduces the contri- 

hlxtion t,o the Z” width Tao a negligible va.iue. This is not true however for the W width. 

Thus, t,ll(~ intrinsic lmcertaint,y in the ratio of Z t,o W wirlt.hs conws from the t, a,nd L mws 

(or cGstwce) and limits the accuracy of this tcrhniqu~~ in tletermiuing S.V, While it may 

ix: rrlatiwly easy to reach an uncertainty iu 6N,, of - 2, to achieve grea.ter xcuracy will 

be very difficult with thr ratio of widths t,echnicluc. When atleqlmtc stat,istics a.;~ collected 

for pr”“““s’!s (1) and (2) ‘t 1 will be possible t,o mrasru‘e hN, t,o 5 &l. 

A variant on direct width measurement,s is t,o study t,he part,ia,l xvi&h for t,he process 

Z” 4 vv I,y 

1+ Z” i y + */I/ 

a,nrl look for the scattered -i in coinciclenw with notUlin,T (t,h (’ nondctwtable neutrinos). 

This cnu be done for real Z”‘s at SLC or LEP or for virtua~l Z”‘s IGng hcary qq states 

7 + (qq) i y + ( L~~i7kLlZ”) + -’ + r/1/ 

IVe now t,urn to the prewnt measurements of. or limits to. i.~\‘,. Fig. 1 shows a compwison 

of the limits reached with the various te(, miques. ,l The U.41 x:d TJ.42 rrsult,s on t,he ratio 

of witlihs cn,n 1x2 combiurd to give” 

SN,, 5 2. 



A similar bound-using virtual Z”‘s-from e+e- + yv~ is obtained from the data of MAC 

and ASP at PEP and CELLO at PETRA.” 

That SN, is small is also suggested by the data from method C which is consistent with 

114~ = n/li(l - sin” 6’~). Radiative corrections due to extra, low mass neutrino flavors 

with corresponding new quarks would cause a deviation in this relationi Limits from the 

data suggest 6N, 5 2. 

These measurements are all in excellent agreement with the cosmological results (see 

Fig. 1). From current experimental data we may conclude that, at most, there may be 

a fourth or possibly a fifth family of quarks and leptons. Given the present uncertainty 

(- *2) in the neutrino counting techniques, the direct search for a fourth generation lepton 

is of great significance. 

SUPERNOVA LIMITS 

It is now well established that Kamioka and IMB detected” antielectron neutrinos from SN 

1987A. Due to neutral currents, supernovae generate I2 all types of neutrinos with masses 

5 lOMel’. Since the total energy radiated in neutrinos is the neutrons for binding energy 

- 2~10”~ergs, it is clear that too many additional neutrino species would dilute the number 

at detectable V,‘S before the observations. I3 Plugging in numbers a,nd uncertainties, one 

finds that 6N, ,$ 4 from this technique. I4 Thus giving a completely independent argument 

that 6N, is small as predicted by cosmology. 

LI AND QB 

With the increasing success of the NV prediction, confidence continues to grow on the 

standard cosmological model. One important astrophysical constraint of the standard 

model’5 is flB 2 0.1. Recently possible loopholes in this constraint ha,ve received publicit,y. 

These loopholes come from the possibility that the quark-ha,dron tmnsition can produce 

variations in n/p ratios in the early Universe and that mixtures of such variable n/p ratios 

can fit D, 3He, and 4He abundancesi for 0~ - 1. These models do indeed manage to 

fit D/H with a high 028 and D/H was the original reason used for limiting 0~. However 

any model with large variations seems to inevitably over produce 7Li. This occurs because 

Li observations fall exactly at the Li production minimum in the standard model. Thus 

mixing of larger or smaller density values moves away from the minimum and is incapable 

of giving such small values. In particular, as Alcock et al.i6 show, models which have 

enough n/p variations to yield Q, - 1 produce more ‘Li than is observed in Pop I which 

in turn is - 10 times the probable primordial Pop II abundance. 

Although Li abundances were less of a constraint a few years a,go, it has now been shown 

by three independent groups t,hat the Pop II abundances are really at Li/H - 10-i’ which 



prwisely hits the minimum of the standard model. ii These new measurement~s range over 

Pop II meta,Ilicities, and thus cannot be fit, by any standzd convect~ive depletion of Pop 

I abund;mces. In addition Ba,ade ‘* has found that, Li in the LMC is wnsist.ent wit,11 the 

Pulp II v;dlIe. Since t.hc* LMC is inc-t,al tl&icicnt r&t,iw t,o Pal) I (yet. metal Cc11 ~onlps~rrtl 

to Pal) 11) this shows t,hat the ‘LI of Poll 1 CIOCX intlcwl 5twn to lw an (,lill;nl~(,111~~Ilt owr 

Pop II rather than Pop II being some special depleted case. The enhancement mechanism 

is presumably 

“HE + “He + ‘Be -+ ‘Li 

in convective zones. Such L’ i production is seen in some red giants so we know ‘Li is 

enhanced in the galaxy. In addition we know that ‘Li is not ma.de in st,ars nor in the 

standard Big Bang hut, must come from cosmic my spollation over the hist,ory of the 

galaxy. Any large scale Li destruction mechanism would preferentially destroy s Li. Thus 

it moldd be difficult t,o lower the excess ‘Li produced in these variable n/p models even 

down t,o Pop I abundances and still haw t,he observed “L; formd in thrl sol;n syst,rm. 

Arlmittedly the drt,ails of Li product,ion and clestruct,ion in st,ella,r convc4w zones is 

only (linl~litat,ively not clU;1.rlt,it,~.tivrly rmtkrstood. However r(nisi(lcring t,hr rlifficiiliics of 

quantita.tively Imdersta~nrling t,urbulence~ convec,tion, rt,c. ( watlwr) weryt~hing really fits 

together quite well. The detailed quantita,tive w&her next week in Xew Orleans might 

be hard to predict but the qualita.tive statement tha.t it will he warmer in Kew Orleans 

than at, the Nor01 Pole is hard to argue against. Similarly the lack of R. fill1 quantitative 

understanding of stellar convection does not really enable one t,o overthrow all of the 

well established lithium trends. As Iiawano et al.17 argue. lithium has come of age as a 

cosmological problem awl it’s not deuterium t,hat, has now I)ecome tUle strongest, argument 

for 12~ 2 0.1. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Piwent, limits t,o N, from cosmology, 111, n,nd c,+e- csperimems (from ref. 5). 

2. Xss fraction of hrlinm -4, I;, wrsus t,lw I~;r,r~o~~-to~l~l~~~t~o1I r;it,io. N, for ,\i,, = 2.3 

an11 4. The three c~irvcs at era,c:li ;Ir$, corrqxx~l to neutron half-livr~s of 111.4. 10.5 

and 10.6 min. The horizontal (lottetl lint is the ciurent 3r upper limit, on ” Hc from 

observations. While it is not, impossible that systematic errors could raise this t,o 

0.25 and t,hus ma.rginally allow nl, = 4: higher values seem well excluded. Howver 

it is far more difficult to exclude systematic errors that could give lower wlues for 

He. Thus no lower bounds have been dra,wn. The vertical dot,ted lines correspond t,o 

upper and lower bounds on the baryon-to-photon ratio coming from 3He. D and ‘Li. 

It is IMPORTANT to note that 7Li independently supports the independent limits 

previously derived from 3He and D. The current central observed abundance values 

of 1; and N are 0.235 an<1 4 x 10-i’ which yield N,, - 2.5. Obviously JV, = 3 is a 

perfectly allowed vahie and a good fit, to t,he data once error bxs are included. 
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